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Each year, Whisky Advocate Buying Guide reviewers collectively sample hundreds of whiskies. These include rare
and extremely limited releases, as well as new and emerging labels that will find their way to shelves across the
nation. To determine our Top 20, we begin by looking only at whiskies that rated "outstanding" (90 points or higher
on Whisky Advocate's 100-point scale). However, the Top 20 is not simply a collection of our highest-rated whiskies,
because many of those are so limited they would be impossible for most readers to locate or purchase. Therefore, in
addition to quality (based on score), our selection also prioritizes value (based on price) and availability. Buying
Guide reviewers nominate whiskies based on these criteria.
An important step in gauging the true merit of these whiskies is blind tasting review by a panel of international
reviewers. The review panel tasted the nominated whiskies in a series of blind tasting flights to arrive at the final list.
The panel did not know the identity of the whiskies being tasted—not their producer, country of origin, age, nor price.
The average rating from the blind tasting panel supercedes the original Buying Guide rating. The individual
reviewer rating will remain noted in the Buying Guide for the record. The final decision for placement weighted
average score, price, and availability.
Our Top 20 is a selection of whiskies worthy of your attention. The list includes great values that might otherwise be
overlooked, whiskies that are best in class for their style, and highly accomplished bottles you should be looking for.
Most importantly, each of these whiskies generates excitement and marks a highlight across a year of tasting.
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#14 • High West Campfire
whiskyadvocate.com /top20/2017/14-high-west-campfire/
Rank: 14
Year: 2017
Score: 91
Price: $70
ABV: 46%
Style: Blend of Straight Rye, Straight Bourbon,
and Blended Malt Scotch
Place of Origin: Multiple (Scotland and Indiana)
An oddball that crosses the divide between American
whiskey and scotch by literally mixing the two,
Campfire combines straight Indiana rye, straight
Indiana bourbon, and peated blended malt scotch,
marrying them together in heavily toasted French and
Hungarian oak wine barrels. The scotch adds hearty,
meaty flavors to the dry, spicy, and rich bourbon and
rye. This is a robust and beefy whiskey, with smoke
reminiscent of Southern barbecue. Earlier releases of
this ambitious whiskey didn’t quite hit the mark. Now,
it’s right on target. —Adam Polonski
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